MEASUREMENT WORKSHEET

Completing this form is necessary to move forward with
hardware selection. Measure your existing hardware and
complete this form to easily guide your way through your
gear choice options at www.gowindowgo.com.

* NOTE
Please make sure roller
is in down position for
accurate measurement.
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Fill in blank or Circle Measurements
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IMPORTANT! Your number must match one of the sizes listed.
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1 Handle Height:

Gear is for 36” height only

2 Faceplate Width:

5/8” (16mm) only

3 Backset:

1-3/8” / 1-3/4”

4 Deadbolt Throw:

1/2” or 1” in thrown position

5 Overall Length:

Top to bottom of faceplate

6 Top Roller Position:

28.74” / 36.61” / 44.69” / 50.59” / 62.99”

7 Bottom Roller Position:

29.53” only

See definition of terms on following page.

Diamond Parts

715-218-5715

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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1 Backset:

Distance from edge of door to center of handle

1

DEADBOLT

2 Deadbolt Throw:

How far out the deadbolt protrudes on a lock; distance
from edge of faceplate to end of deadbolt

FACEPLATE

3

3 Faceplate:

The visible part of the lock that runs up and down
the edge of the door; typically sits flush with the
edge of door

BACKSET

4 Handle Height:

Distance from bottom of door to center of handle

5 Overall Length:
TOP POSITION

How long the lock is from top to bottom
*Note this can be different than the height of the door

6 Locking Position:

4

Distance from center of door handle to each of the
locking points on the lock

BOTTOM POSITION

5

7 Locking Device:

Any type of mechanism that locks the door by
engaging with a strike; in a multipoint lock, these are
connected to the main gear and are thus operated
and controlled with the central handle; some examples
of common locking devices are included below:

HANDLE HEIGHT
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Roundbolts: Roundbolts extend out from the
lock into cavity on passive door when engauged.
OVERALL LENGTH

LOCKING DEVICES
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Shootbolts: Shootbolts operate at the top
and/or bottom of a door and extend into the
floor or top of the door jamb, thus keeping the
door in place.
Rollers: Rollers slide up and down on the
faceplate of a multipoint lock; when engaged,
they slide down into a curved strike, and the
door cannot open until they are disengaged
and lifted up and out of the strike.
Tongues: Tongues extend out from the lock
and into a cavity in the door jamb or passive
door when engaged.

ROUNDBOLTS

SHOOTBOLTS

ROLLERS

TONGUES
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